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SG will help fund
. . ski team, mag~zine
•

rotted out.
The new boat will be purchased at
manufacturer's cost for $15,000, said
A majority of students at Thursday's ski team Coach Bud~ Berringer.
Additional money will come from the
student forum approved spending
$2,500 for partial purchase of a ski boat sale of the old boat, SG's executive
branch and the ski team's annual
for the UCF water-ski team.
The students present also unani- $18,500 al1ocation from the Athletic
mously approved a $1,500 allocation to Department.
Student body President Jeff Laing
the Cypress Dome, the UCF literary
magazine.
_
said Oct. 29 that $2,000 was originally
All money spent as a result of the going to be up for discussion at . the
student forum will come from the stu- forum, with an additional $3,000 from
the SG operations account.
dent senate's Working Fund.
Berringer said $5,000 will be diThe senate is not in place because of
the Oct.18 d·ecision to suspend Student verted from ski team funds to help pay
Government statutes and throw out for the boat.
He said that money is normally used
the results of the original senate electo pay for scholarships and travel costs.
tion.
Berringer also said there is a possiSki team members said the team
needs the boat because the Ski Nautique boat it has is dilapidated and
see FORUM page 5
by Tom Kopacz
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SCHOLARLY FORUM
Dr. William H. Schubert, Dr. Landon E. Beyer and Dr. E. Wayne Ross speak Oct.
31 at a forum: 'Curriculum in the 21st Century: The Role of Personal Theorizing.'

Fieldhouse scheduled for April opening date
Construction on time; 11 projects planned in next 2 years
by J.C. Smith

,.

CENTRAi,. FLORIDA FUTURE
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The new Fieldhouse and track facility is well under way and should be completed
sometim~ in ·March, only two weeks behind schedule.

•
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Costumed investigators cirrest 16
at Haystack East Halloween party
Young, '19, was arrested and
charged with holding a party
where underage drinking was
Some costumed guests at an taking place.
off-campus Halloween party
Underage drinkfog is a
turned out to be undercover criminal charge under the
law enforcement investigators Florida "house party" Statute
who arrested 16 party atten- 856.015. ·
dants.
Young and Scott D.
The Orlando Division -0f McElroy, 22, were charged
Alcoholi'c Beverages and To- with selling alcohol without a
bacco, aided by The Metropoli- license.
tan Bureau of .Investigations,
Apparently Young and
sent investigators clad in army McElroy demanded donatisms
fatigues and masks to a Hal- from beer drinkers that night.
lowee~ party Oct. 31 at HayMcElroy was also charged
stack East Apartments on with carrying a concealed
Alafaya Trail.
weapon when investigators
Investigator Walter Rober- found a knife in his possession.
son said Valencia Community
Investigators arrested NaCollege student Andrew P. talie L. Harold, Karen R. Has-

by Mary Watkins
STAFF REPORTER

•

Jerry Osterhaus, dfrector of Facilities Planning, said that all the campus
construction projects are about on
schedule.
The Fieldhouse and track facility
will open this. spring, he said, and the
Arts Complex will open in the fall
semester.
Osterhaus said the Fjeldhouse
should be completed sometime in
March, two weeks behind schedule. He
said the building should open about
April 15.
The Arts Complex should be completed on Aug. 1.
Site preparation for the Student
Union will begin in December and run
through April, he said.
The preparation includes clearing
the grounds, bringingin electrical lines
and installing water and sewer pipes.

tenbrook and Kim A. Jones
and charged them with underage possession of alcohol.
· Investigators said Harold,
Hastenbrook and Jones were
UCF students.
However, UCF Records and
Registration was unable to
confirm that.
Eleven others were arrested
for underage possession of alcohol.
Each received a notice to
appear in court.
Capt. Jack Wallace, who is
with the Division of Alcoholic
Beverages, said investigators
got a flier advertising the
party.

see HALLOWEEN page 3

The $7 million for the project will
come from bond sales.
"If we start construction around
May of '91, it should be ready for the fall
semester of '92," Osterhaus said.
The Student Union will have a recreation area, a lounge, 6,000 square
feet of retail space, large meeting
r OOIJ\,S,-a food court and a computer
room for student use.
It will also house the Student Government offices.
· "Just about anything you could
think of that a student might need
while he's on campus for a day or a year
will be available there," Osterhaus
said.
In addition, construction of student
apartments should begin in April or
May. Osterhaus said the apartments
will be similar to those off campus.
"However, its construction will be

see CONSTRUCTION page 5
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I MODEL 55SX

IMobEL 30-2861

I

16MHZ 80386SX PROCESSOR
VGA GRAPHICS
MICROCHANNEL ARCHITECTURE ·
2fy1.B RAM, (1) 1.44" DISK DRIVE
ENHANCED KEYBOARD

lOMHZ 80286 PROCESSOR
VGA GRAPHICS (640 X 480 W/16 COLORSJ
lMB ~M , (1) 1.44 MB DISK DRIVE,
(1) 30MD HA~D DRIVE
ENHANCED KEYBOARD

ti

•

$ 2,842

$1,736

-·
Both Machines Come With Microsoft Windows 3.0 and DOS 4.01
ALREADY INSTALLED!
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Purchases Can ONLY Be Made By UCF Faculty, Staff,
or Students That are Currently Enrolled in 6 Credit
Hours and Have a Validated UCF I.D.
Payment must be made by Cashier's Check, Money
Order, Mastercard or Visa.
Make Checks Payable To: U_CF Computer Store
Financing now available through the UCF Credit .U~ion

The UCF Computer .Store is
Located in Computer Center II
(CCII), Room 105,
Next to the Theatre Building.
For More Information, Call
Vicki or Erin at 823-5836
_ or
Chris at 823-5226
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3-of-4 resolutions pass to monitor senate's activities
by Chris Marlin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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The Nov. 1 Faculty Senate meeting
centered on the presentation of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Centers, Institutes
and Programs (ICU s), with three of
four resolutions passed by the senate.
Dr. Mark Stern, chairman of the
committee, presented four resolutions
.
to the senate.
Resolution 1990-1991-1, which the
·senate passed, revolved around the
University Research Council and the
vice president of Research reporting to
the faculty senate "a separate annual
report summarizing and evaluating
the work of the council during the previous academic year."
Resolution 1990-1991-2 was based
on Stem's question, ''Who's watching
the people being watched, if not they
themselves?"
The resolution passed to require at
least two-thirds of the members of the
Research Council to be "tenured faculty with the rank of associate professor or professor who are not directly
associated with research ICUs."
Resolution 1990-1991-3 underwent
extensive debate before being sent
back to the committee.
The resolution would have established a universitywide faculty
committee to review the workings of

Bomb threat ·r eported; parking decals stolen
by Mary Watkins
STAFF REPORTER

•

•

UCF police are investigating a false bomb threat and
two parking decal thefts.
UCF police evacuated Howard Phillips Hall on Oct. 26
after an unknown caller reported a bomb.
Police service technician
Glenda Bruce received the
bomb threat call at 7:45 a.m.
Bruce said a male caller said,

•

•

•
•

•

"Bomb, I:Ioward Phillips Hall
at 0800," then hung up.
Police activated the fire
alarm to clear occupants from
the building. Police found no
explosives and allowed people
to re-enter the building at 8:15
a.m.
So far, police investigations
have found that two foreign
language professors in the
building were giving exams at
8 a.m. that day.
"I just gave a small 10-min-

are needed for major roles. All
Nick Klock, of Winter types are needed for extra
Springs, will speak at the So- work. For an appointment
viet-American Friendship' So- time, call Husayn Frazier at
ciety meeting at 7:30 p.m. on 299-0227 .
Thursday on the · third floor
meeting room of the Orlando • ENGLISH DEPT. NEWS
Public Library.
• During the spring term,
Klock, who has traveled to the English Department will
the Soviet Union several offer a special section of ENC
times, will speak on the topic 1101 for international stu"The Soviet Union: Some Per- dents. Taught by Dr. Anna
sonal Views and Observa- Lillios, this section will devote
tions."
particular attention to the
The meeting is open to the writing needs of non-native
public.
speakers of English.
The class will meet from 4 to
5:15 p.m. Tuesdays and Thurs• FILM AUDITIONSTh e Video Production days. Class size is limited.
Committee, in association International students wishwith UCF, is holding auditions ing to register for this section
for a 45-minute film.
should contact the director of
Auditions are from 7:30 composition in the English
p.m. to10p.m.Nov.8andfrom Department at ext. 5093 or in
7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Nov. 9 in the HFA404.
University Dining Room.
• Mr. Bob McCown, a forFour men and two women mer instructor for the English
between 18 and 30 years ofage Department, will return to
• SOVIET SOCIETY

•

non-research centers at UCF.
The debate focused on the issue of
determining the criteria for being a
non-research center, or whether or not
such centers exist. That resolution did
not pass.
Resolution 1990-1991-4, was passed
unanimously.
The resolution provides for minors
offered by programs, institutes or centers to be housed within academic colleges and "subject to the usual academic and curriculum review·process.'~
Faculty senate chair . Glenn Cunningham reported 6n "the· actiVities of
the Faculty Forum, a body ofrepresentatives from all nine state universities'
faculty senates. ·
They meet to consider items of priority to be brought up at Board of Regents
meetings.
Cunningham said the three primary
concerns of the forum are salary, lack of
adequate resources and a statewide
faculty concern that no plans be made
for adding a 10th university to the state
system until a "reasonable tax base"
can be establish~dforthe support of the
nine existing universities.
The topics of discussion at the next
faculty senate meeting will be the progress of the Environmental Committee
and the substitution of American Sign
Language for the general education
foreign language requirement.

ute quiz that morning, so I tiana Nyquist.
don't think any of my students
Police are also searcliing for
did it," French professor Cath- parking decal thieves.
erine Meyer said.
A parking decal was stolen
Meyer said she has a com- from a car parked in lot E-1
fortable atmosphere in her near CEBA I ofi Oct. ll~.
Another decal was ,. stolen
classroom.
Meyer said she thinks stu- Oct. 24 from a car in parking
dents who resort to bomb lot A-6 in front of the Adminithreats must - have unflexible stration Building.
professors.
Both victims told police they
"It could have been one of did not notice their decals
my students, but who knows?" missing until they received
·
said Russian Professor Ta- parking tickets.

UCF in the spring semester to
teach LIT 2120 (World Literature II).
In previous years, MeCown
was described as being one of
the most popular, dramatic,
charismatic instructors in the
English Department.
The course he wiff teach
includes literary masterpieces
of both western and non-western cultures. Students can fulfill one of their general education requirements with World
Lit II (MWF 1-1:50).
• OFFICER ELECTIONS

The UCF ·Cinematography
Association will hold its officer
elections at 6:30 p.m. Nov. 6 in
PC3-201.
Also,
Kahana, president of Stunt Action Coordinators and long time stuntman
for Charles Bronson, will be
one of two guest speakers. A
second guest from Universal
Studios will discuss film pro-

Kim

ducion.
For more information contact Connie at 658-4502, Roger
Darnell at 894-1445 or Nancy
Nelson at 341-0041.

HALLOWEEN
FROM PAGE 1

"We knew about the party a
week in advance," Wallace
said. "People in the UCF area
are not too good at keeping
secrets."
One party-goer who wished
to remain anonymous said he
p}anned to set down his beer
and leave the party, something
he had done at other parties
raided by police. However, this
time he was arrested and he
mus't appear in court.

titled UCFimage will be discussed and demonstrated by
i~s authors, Myler and Weeks
of the Computer Engineering
Department.
The seminar is open to eve• JSU MEETING, MOVIE
ryone and will beat6 p.m. Nov.
The Jewish Student Union, 8 in Lab 25 7 of the Enginee:r;ing
invites all students .to the next Building.
general meeting at 7 p.m. Nov.
The system requires an MS7 in SC 217.
DOS-based comp.uter with
A movie about Krys- standard VGA monitor. Attentallnacht will be shown.
dees are requested to RSVP to
On Nov. 9, JSU Will have a either Myler (ext. 5098) or
general information booth in Weeks (ext. 5762).
front· of the Library in reference to the start of persecution •CPR CLASS
against the Jews during
The Central Florida ChapWWII.
ter of the American Red Cross
On a lighter note, the group will offer an Infant/Child CPR
plans to go canoeing Nov.11 in class from 8 a.m. to4p.m. Nov.
Wekiva. Call 366-3570 for 12 at 5 N. Bumby Ave.,
· more information.
Orlando.
To register, caH 894-4141 or
• SOFTWARE SEMINAR
come by the Chapter House at
A new and powerful image- the above address 8 a.m. to
processing software package 4:30 p.m weekdays.
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Foreign language classes revised

•

v

The Department of Foreign Languages wants to make teaching methods more consistent
By Jill B. Simser
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUi:URE

Beginning with the 1991
spring semester, first-year
Spanish, German and French
classes will be taught differently in an effort to create
more uniform teaching and
testing methods, according to
a UCF administrator.
UCF's Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures has restructured the way
these classes will meet, Dr.
Phillip Crant, department
chair, said Thursday.
Under the the first part of
the restructuring plan, students wi11 attend either three
50-minute or two 75-minute
classes every week.
Those classes will focus
solely on speaking the lan-

guage, Crant said.
The second part of the plan
offers master sections, larger
classes composed of two or
three sections of the same
course.
These classes, which will
meet once a week for 50 minutes, will concentrate specifically on grammar and culture.
All master sections will be
available on videotape in the
Library.
He estimated the cla;;s size
of each master section to be
between 100 and 300 students.
Seven master sections of
- SPN 1120 and SPN 1120 are
being offered in the revised
spring schedule posted outside
the department office.
Professor Nadia Petrone,
coordinator
of
the
department's Spanish and

Pl/YE RIDGE ·
·APARTMEJYTS

Italian sections, said uniformity is the key.
Students have had a negative attitude toward learning
foreign languages, partly due
to inconsistencies in teaching
methods, Petrone said.
"My main goal is to change
students' attitudes and to
make the classes as enjoyable
as possible," Petrone said.
Crant said that the changes
should be an improvement
over teaching methods that
taught grammar and conversation in the same class.
Trying to introduce ~am
mar while learning to speak a
foreign language can "throw
off drilling patterns and
thought processes," Crant
said.
The first two semesters of
Spanish, German and French

are affected by the changes.
Students graduating with a
Bachelor of Science degree
must demonstrate proficiency
in a foreign language equivalent to one year of college instruction.
Students graduating with a
Bachelor of Arts degree must
demonstrate
proficiency
equivalent to three semesters
of college instruction.
Crant said the department
is also considering a two-hour
refresher course on grammar
and vocabulary for students
who have taken a foreign language more than two years
ago.
This class would be a rep lac emen t for the first
semester course, Crant said,
and would help students recall
their previous learning.
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LET YOUR VOICE
BE HEARD!

KEMPER
CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
"Specializing in Neck, Back and Sports Injuries"

UNITS NOW AVAILABLE
Two Bedroom and Three Bedrooms
One and a Half Baths from $480 - $595/Month
$400 Security Deposit - No Pets
Walking- Distance to UCF

Two miles from U.C.F _ on University at Dean Road
( In the Publix Center )

ATTAINABLE PROPERTIES, INC.

Insurance Accepted

REALTORS

Caryt R. Stevens, Broker
273-8937
Please phone for an appointment.

10% discount on initial visit' to students, faculty, and staff
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Our 20th Anniversary Sale
November 7r-J11

PHARM.D.
AT MERCER

· @··211 -. ®
?W 72¢~

~

Don't settle for less in
your educational goal. Earn
the Doctor of Pharmacy
degree frpm Mercer University
Southern School of Pharmacy
in Atlanta.

·Copies

: 99¢ Color Copies
99¢ Oversize Copies

•
•

Four-year professional cuniculum

•

!!! Wide range of career opportunities
!!! Classes start each September and January
!!! Financial aid information available

•

•

Join the Health Care Team as
a Pharmacist with the highes-t
professional degree available
in pharmacy.

Open 24 Hours

•

658-9518

•

12215 University Blvd.
(Across from UCF)

•

628-5255
. 127 W. Fairbanks Ave.

345 Boulevard, N.E. • Atlanta, Georgia 30312
404/653-8822

(Next to Rollins)
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2~ price is for black &white, 81h x 11, autofed copies on 20# bond.
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willbuytheoldboatfor$5,000.
Former student senator
FROM PAGE 1
David Mann was the only
speaker against the purchase,
bility that ski team members but mainly criticized the way
may have to pay for some of the forum was set up.
their own travel costs.
"The process makes it hard
"The highest priority for us for people to vote no," he said.
is the boat," he said.
He said purchasing the boat
Berringer said repairing was worthwhile, but that it
could wait until next semester,
the boat would cost $2,600.
"It probably wouldn't be when the new senate could ·
have a chance to vote on it.
worth it," he said.
He said a company that
"There's really a very slim
rebuilds Ski Nautique boats chance that anybody's going to
-----------------------,

FORUM
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BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

American
Red Cross

CONSTRucr10N
more expensive and of better
quality than what you would
find off campus," he said.
The reason, he .said, is that
the apartments have to last for
at least 50 years.
The apartments will be located between Greek Park and
UCF, near the scholarship
house.
Osterhaus said the apartments will have about 700
beds.
Asbestos removal in the
Chemistry Building was completed Oct. 19.
Osterhaus said any remain-

GRAFFITI BRIDGE·PG-13
2:00-4 :00·6:00-8:00·10:00
GRAVE YARD SHIFT-A*
2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15· 10:15
MARKED FOR DEATH-A*
2:10-4:35-7:10-9:50
MEMPHIS BELLE-PG-13
2:20-5:00-7:30-9:50
JACOBS LADDER-A
2:00-4:30-7 :30-9 :50
QUIGLEY DOWN UNDER-PG-13
2:15-5:00·7:30-10:00
SIBLING RIVALRY-PG
2:10-4:10-6:10·8:10· 10:10

2:10·4:30-7:30-9:50

DEATH WARRANT-A
2:20-4:20-6:20·8:20. 10:20

ARACHNOPHOBIA-PG13
2:30-5:00-7:30-9:45

GOODFELLAS-R
2:30-6:30-9:30

POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE-A
2:30-5:00-7:15-9:30
TEXASVILLE-R 2:00-5:00-7:30-1 O:OO
PACI AC HEIGHTS-A 2:30°5:00-7:15-9:30
GHOST-PG-131:55-4:30-7:15-9:45
MEMPHIS BELLE-PG-13

•INDICATES PASSES AND SUPER
TUESDAY SUSPENDED. •

2:15-4:30-7:15-9:40
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SUPER TUESDAY IS BACK!
ALL SEATS • ALL SHOWS

$3 • 00
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going to continue for the foreseeable future," Osterhaus
said.
"We have been very lucky in
the past couple of-years because we have received quite a
bit of funding." ·
Other construction projects
planned for the next two years
include: a Center for Research
in Electro-Optics and Lasers
building, a new computer
building, an engineering research laboratory, a Health
and Professional Studies
building and an addition to
the Education Building.
"I think everyone is going to
be really excited' when the
campus-starts changing," Osterhaus said.
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OSCAR DE LA RENT A

CHRISTIAN DIOR

MISS V's FORMAL RENTALS
Designer Dresses

NEVER BE SEEN IN THE SAME DRESS TWICE
221 Fairbanks Ave., Winter Park, FL 644-3731

•

•

BERNARD PERRIS

YVES ST. LAUREN

ANNE LAWRENCE

******** ************** **********

Perm &Relaxer
Touch-Up Sale!

s25·
Reg. $35*

•

Soft waves, full body or
glamorous curls, just for you!
Sale price includes shampoo
and hair conditioner.
Haircut and blowdry style extra.
Sale ends Dec. 1, 1990
'Long. thick or curly hair and Designer Perm Wraps extra

No Appointments• Just Walk In

~HAIRtt~
~(U~

---_.
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We now deliver Larry's Ice Cream
(Pints and Quarts only)

F_OR THE DISCRIMINATIN(l
. CUSTOMER! .

l

lcouPON-DINNER FOR 2----1

I

, Those of you who are
savouring a HOT
oven Pizza made with .·
fresh dough, bountiful salads with ·
mounds of meats,
cheeses, and vegetables or one of our
·authentic Italian
Pastas topped with a
zesty meat sauce ...
We deliver until 11 p.m. on weekdays

PICK UP THE PHONE
NOW
AND DIAL

282-0505
YOUR LINE TO QUALITY!
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COUPON
LARGE 14""
.
. I
CHEESE PIZZA
o,9 I
I *
$'0·
I Not valid with other offers ONLY
I

~OUPON-AN~~:~T---~-1
I .
0
:

oO o\\ I

GRINDER

$'\ •

Not valiQ with other offers

Kelsey's

:
·

~OUPON--LARG;;4.. -----1I

I.
I
I

PIZZA W/ANV ONE ITEM
•Not valid with other offers

g9 I
$'0·
I

·. _Kelsey's

.

~OUPON-~lWOFOR-----~~
I
I
I

Get 2 1O" Pizzas with

any 2 Toppings For Only

·

I

99
$'\0. I

I

•Not valid with other offers

~O~ON~AR::::SMAL~--1
l
Buy 14" Pizza
I
I

For Price of 1 O"

-

I

L-~~al_id~h~h_::~r:_ _ _ _Kelsey's_J
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2 SPAGHETII DINNERS W/SALAD

I *.
and garlic bread
I Not valid with other offers
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DELIVERY SERVICE
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··Don't Start The New Year Without Us!
VICTOR COSTA
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ing asbestos would be removed
when Phases I and II are combined, beginning in February,
and when the building is remodeled. He said the asbestos
does not pose any health
threats.
Remodeling of the Chemistry Building will include
bringing the laboratories up to
date and making them more
use able.
.
Howard Phillips Hall will
also be remodeled beginning in
December.
Osterhaus said most of the
· changes will be aesthetic and
the bulk of the work will be
done on the fourth floor.
''What we're seeing now,
with all the construction, is

-~u!i~
I

,.

promise.
Garci Perez, who ran in the
old senate election, said arguing about whether or not the
forum was set up properly
would not accomplish anything.
"I think this appropriation
is well worth voting for," he
said.
Seventy-one students attended the forum, according to
student body Vice President
Jason DiBona.
During the initial roll call at
the start of the meeting, most
students identified themselves as either Cypress Dome
staff members or members of
the ski team.
After the meeting, Mann
criticized both the forum and
the audience makeup.
He called the forum "the
basest form of quid pro quo" he
had ever seen.

•
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Cypress Dome proposal, Laing
said SG proposed to pay for
printing costs .
However, English Department chair John Schell said
the money will be used to pay
the magazine's student editors.
"The student editors have
not been paid yet," he said.
"We have been operating on
the assumption that we can
wait," said Elizabeth Hurt,
Cypress Dome editor.
"If we don't get this money
now, we won't have a literary
magazine," said Scott Schneider, an English student.
·
"I think it [not having a
literary magazine] would be a
disgrace," Hurt said. "I think it
would be embarrassing [to
UCF]." .
Several audience members
said magazine staff members
should not have to work for a

vote no on thls request," Mann
said.
Mann said timelier requests should be considered
first.
He gave as an example a
concert planned by the Environmental Society. The society
has requested $1,400 from SG
to help pay for the concert.
"We cannot put it [buying
the new boat] off any longer or
we will lose the boat at cost,"
said s~i team member Carolyn
Vaccaro.
She said that purch(!sing
the- boat later would cost
$5,000 to $6,000 more.
''When you talk about putting them off until February,
they've been put off for eight
years," said ski team member
Kristi Overton.
The vote in favor of the ski
team was 35-8.
During discussion on the

FROM PAGE 1
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UCF_artist sculpts figures from wood, clay

•

November 6, 1990

The artist gained interest by carving broken wood furniture parts
by Denoy DeBoer

To most people a tree is just a tree.
But to Cheryl Bogdanowitsch a tree
is more than that. To her, it's a
treasure trove of wondrous creatures
just waiting to be discovered. "I started sculpting with broken
wooden furniture parts in 1978,"
said the 45-year-old mother of two. "I
used to get -inspired by broken
furniture that people would leave
along side the road.
"I'd take the broken parts and add
human features to them. It was the
trendy thing to do back then ... you
know, making art from discarded
items ... "
"In 1980-81, I began using
branches because they were readily
available," she said. "At first, I
worked purely with wood, but then in
1990 I started using ceramics also.
Michael Galletta, my ·ceramics
instructor here in 1989, inspired me
to start using ceramics."
She paused briefly. "It's also a lot
easier to form hands and faces from
clay than from wood," she said with a
giggle.
.
Most
of Bogdanowitsch's
sculptures take several months to
_complete.
"I usually don't work on each piece
$traight through from start to finish,"
she said. "Most of the time, I work on

•

UCF Artist, Cheryl Bogdanowitsch, uses nature as a medium to express herself.
Cheryl's work was recently on display in the UCF Art Gallery.

three or four pieces at once in series.
After several months of working on
and off, I'll have several -completed
figures."
Bogdanowitsch's earlier pieces are
easily distinguished from her current

pieces by the hands and faces on the
figures. Almost all of the _earlier
figures were done entirely in wood.
The subJect matter of her
, see SCULPTOR page 1 1 ,,...
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Knight Rock Top Five
for the week ending Oct. 30, 1'990

Alternative

Metal

1. "Catch"
Pylon

1. "War Ensemble"

2. "Fourth of July"

2. "Stoned Cold Crazy"

Slayer

Galaxy 500 ·

3. "Rainin' Babies"
The Flaming Lips
4. "The Only One I Know"

Metallica

3. "Hanger Eighteen"
Megadeth

4. "Chopped In Half'

The Charlatans U.K.

5. "Mate, Spawn and Die"

Obituary

5. "Seven Days of May"
Testament

Lard

·

•

When to listen.'..

...the Knight Rock Schedule

•

Monday-Thursday: Knight Rock is on 11 p.m.-4 a.m.

(alternative rock programming)
Friday: 11 p.m. to midnight. Nothing but local Florida
by Margaret Jennings

"We are trying to make people around
Central Florida realize that local music is
worthwhile, it's a good thing, there are a lot
of talented musicians out there, equally as
talented as national acts, if not more
talented ... ," Spin Men guitarist Brian
Atkinson explained.
Eric Norr, vocalistJsongwriter for the
band, added, "People think that all these
popular bands come from a mysterious,
magical place, that the people can't be
touched, aren't real. Th.at is far form the
truth. In fact, there is no ~eason why
Orlando couldn't be a MinP.eapolis or an
Athens."
The Spin Men, an up-and-coming
Orlando band, was started by Brian and
drummer Jeff Ridgeway while .they were in
high school in 1987.
By October 1988, bass player James
"Pepper" Jones, keyboardist Craig Wilson
and Eric joined the band. The band's name
just happened, Brian said. ''We had a gig at
the ~eacham, and we needed a name, so we
made a list of names and The Spin Men

sounded kind of cool, kind of unique, so we
stuck with it."
The band has mostly played in the Orlando
area, but they are looking forward to playing
in Gainesville and other areas.
Their first release, "Chaos," is distributed
wherever local music is sold. Brian estimates
the band has sold about 120 copie&.
The release features "Plant A Seed," ''That
One," ''Tension? Release!," "I See No Wrong,"
"Chaos" (Eric's personal favorite) and
"Natalie Hattily," which, according to Eric, is
"a song about people in our lives that we lose
track of."
Above all, The Spin Men do not view
themselves as untouchable. They would be
the first to. confess that they are just regUlar
people, with talents they choose to share.
Eric spoke on the band's future: ''We want
to be able to write our music and perform and
live comfortably because we all hate school...
"We hope that UCF students will check out
all different kinds of music, including local
talent, because there is definitely a wide
variety out there."
.
The Spin Men will perform Noy. 17 at
Sweeneys for a Red Cross Benefit.

alternative music, and then alternative rock all night until
6a.m.
Saturday: Six hours of pure debauchery! Midnight to 6
a.m. is Midnight Metal... The WIMP radio DESTROYER!!!
Sunday: Midnight to 4 a.m ... LD's Industrial Fest-the
- best in Industrial Music.

89.9 FM
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'The Hunt For Red October' out on videocassette

•

•
•

•
by Kuan-Lin Wang

Right Stuff').
"Hunt" is one of the
The hunt is on- in a videocassette, that is.
most realistic naval
"The Hunt For Red October" stars the highly movies to date. This
popular Sean Connery ("The Untouchables," "The techno-thriller cost
Name of the Rose") and Alec Baldwin. Connery about $40 million to
plays Marko Ramius, a Soviet senior naval officer make and mu~h to the
and captain of the Red October, a high-tech, hard- delight of Tom Clancy
to-detect submarine.
fans, the movie sticks
The storjr finds Ramius exchanging state closely to the 1984
mission orders for his own and mys_teriously novel of the same
heading toward America.
name.
,.
Starring opposite Connery is Alec Baldwin
Set in the pre("Marri~d To The Mob," "Beetlejuice") as CIA Gorbachev,
preanalyst/wimp turned
glasnost
hero (Jack Ryan) who
days, it
Tri-Star Pictures
whole-heartedly
w
a
s
Sean
Connery
plays
Captain
Marko
Ramius
in
Tom
Clancy's
highly
successful
believes that Ramius th 0 ugh t naval thriller "The Hunt For Red October."
wants to defect to
t h a t
Amertca and goes out
"Hunt" wouldn't come off powerful Russia House," which will be released this fall,
of his way to help him.
and would s~em somewhat old, but with Michelle Pfeiffer ("Married To The Mob," "The
Boasting an all male
the movie is given a historical Fabulous Baker Boys").
·
cast, except for a brief
perspective and Clancy's character,
He finished a shoot in Argentina iast spring for
glimpse of Ryan's wife,
Ramius, leads us right into the "Highlander II."
his daughter and the
Gorbachev glasnost days.
Although more handsome t;h.an many Clancy
stewardesses, the
Connery, 60, well-known for· his fans expect Ryan to be, Baldwin, 32, portrays the
movie includes such
role as James Bond, seemed perfect perfect hero in "Hunt." Baldwin plays the man
greats as James Earl
as Captain Marko Ramius- almost many want to be or meet- good-looking,
Jones ("Gabriel's Fire,"
as perfect as Jack Nicholson was as intelligent and daring.
"Coming To America") The Joker in "Batman."
and Scott Glenn ("The
Connery recently filmed "The
see OCTOBER page 11 .-
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You can
•

I

to an

Orlarido Premiere
•

•

SHOWING
· November 7
at 8 p.m.
You could win a pair of tickets to a special advance showing.of "CHILD'S PLAY 2" courtesy of
The Central Florida Future.
Trivia Question: In the original CHILD'S PLAY
where is the Chucky doll purchased?
Just stop by the Future news office (located next
to the health center on campus) today only and
write down the answer to th~ trivia question to
win your free tickets.
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be awarded on
a first-come, first-served basis.

•

•

•
•

much mud slung,
a -vote is needed
From whatever view you take in the 1990 campaigns and elections, mudslinging is the main event.
Of course this is not new to the election olympics,
but with the TV commercials, all of us are exposed to ·
the trash. With this in mind, consider Gov. Bob
Martinez and former Sen. Lawton Chiles.
_Currently, according to an opinion poll done by
The Orlando Sentinel, Chiles is the leading choice for
governor, leading 4 7 percent to 43 percent. Chiles
also was considered the better choice in a poll done on
campus. Chiles had a majority, 45 percent to 35
percent in the student poll.
Several issues separate the two candidates, but
three of the main issues are abortion, crime and
campaign funding.
Abortion has separated the country. Every woman
has a definite opinion. Almost every man does, too.
Chiles is for the woman making the choice.
Martinez has said that he feels the abortion issue
is a matter of the life of the unborn fetus, and the state
· should have a say in the matter.
,
M;artinez has gone as far as to try to create laws
about this issue, but he has been unsuccessful.
. Martinez has received support from the right-to-life
groups.
Crime is a main focus of Martinez's campaign. His
running mate Allison Defoor was formerly involved
in law enforcement in Monrow County.
The main point of Martinez's state cleanup is
building more prisons, but not rehabilitation centers.
Chiles suggests greater classification of prisoners
J
and more rehabilitation centers.
Another big issue on the agenda is where the
candidates receive the money for their campaigns.
Martinez has accepted pact money. Chiles has
limited his funds to $100 per person. Either method
has merit. Martinez can have greater funding, and
his views are very publicized. Chiles is getting .to the
public, and the public is responding positively.
Other'issueshave come up in the race-the lottery,
- education, taxes, growth management and senior
citizen interests.
Chiles has said that m¥ing sure the lottery goes
directly to education is one ofhis goals. Martinez says
the lottery has been effective in its goals.
Chiles is advocating not only a shrinking of government, but a mor.e decentralized form of government. This plan has merit, but if the government gets
too decentralized and one person doesn't hold up his
or her half of the bargain, who is to blame? On the
other hand, perhaps allowing the local governments
say in their districts will result in more getting done.
Both Martinez and Chiles have flaws in their
plans. Florida opinion polls state people are tired-of
Martinez, but the people are also saying they don't
trust the mudslingers any further than they could
throw them.
Keep in mind, though, no matter how much you
dislike the candidates, you still need to vote.
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I would like to address some issues that The Central Florida Future has brought up over the past few.
weeks. The Judicial Council ruled on the third appeal
of the student senate election that there should be a
new election. The Judicial Council included in its
recommendation new procedures for a new election.
According to the Student Government statutes, the
council may rule for a riew election, but it doesn't say
the Ju5ficial Council can prescribe how the new election will happen.
The statutes simply state there can be a new
elections with only the original candidates from the
voided election on the new ballot Statute (605.5).
Included in the Judicial Council's recommendation
were concerns over reapportionment (Business and
Engineering lost one seat each, Health and Professional Studies and Liberal Studies gained one seat
each), which is not covered by the statutes concerning
new elections. The Judicial Council also recommended a new election commission be formed. This·is
not covered in the Election Statutes.
This was the dilemma we faced-how to appeasa
those candidates who appealed and still abide by our
current statutory obligations.
Therefore, a meeting was held between myself,
student body Vice President Jason DiBona, Judicial
Advisor ~eff Meadows, acthtg Chief Justice Pat
Fletcher, appointed Attorney General Chris Vining,
Vice .President for Student Affairs LeVester Tubbs
and Dean of Students Carol Wilson to discuss the
Judicial Council's recommendation and how it could
be implemented.
Our recommendation to UCF President Steven
Altman was that the only way we could accomplish
the Judicial Council's recommendation for a new
election was to suspend the statutes. It is a little
confusing to see that those candidates who appealed

.

and won were protesting Altman's decision.
An additional benefit of having the statutes suspended is the fact that clubs and organizations will be
· able to receive the funding they deserve for this
semester.
Already we have more than 10 organizations that
have had their requests in for months. Some people
claim it is not fair representation, but I was elected to
represent the entire student body (even student
senate spending bills must have my signature) and
I'm doing my best te accomplish that.
If we didn't have sore losers, there wouldn't have
been any protest to the elections because the election
problems were the same for everyone and no candi. date can prove benefit or loss from tho·se alleged
problems. I'm sure if those who appealed had won,
they would not have said the election was unfair.
I really don't like having to write like this, but The
Future doesn't like to print the other side of any story.
If you have noticed, The Future has only printed one
quote from me, even though I spent an hour and a half
explaining to a reporter verbatim what I have put in
this editorial. In fact, they criticized the town meeting we had Thursday and I'm sure you will see an
article about it with nothing from me, even though I
was there.
I feel better having the opportunity to inform the
students and hopefully we can convince The Future to
keep the opinions on this page instead of the front
page.
-Jeff Laing is the student body president. · ·

.
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Someone must be the ·1oser
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• ISRAEL ISSUED CURFEW
Editor:
·
In Derek B. Brett's Oct. 30
Campus Commentary, he provided
soine information on how the
United Nations took land from the
Palestinians and gave it to , the
Jews worldwide. He neglected to
mention the fact that the people
still living in Palestine were terrorized and a good percentage of them
are still living in refugee camps.
He then claimed that the Palestine Liberation Organization is
responsible for the death of a Jew
who wandered into a refugee camp
that was terrorized by Israeli soldiers. Soldiers had just imposed a
cufew, they killed a number of
Palestinian teens and demolished
two homes.
Since Israel is the one with the

\

.

weapons and the blind support of
many nations, then the burden
should be on the Israel to prove
they are peaceful. They sh9uld .
·also allow the United Nations to
· investigate the recent murders of
Palestini~s.

My other concern is how racist
the Jewish Student Union is; by
denying entry to Palestinian students. Any organization at UCF
and using UCF resources cannot
discriminate against any UCF
students.
George A. Kishek
computer science
• MEETING PLANNED
Editor:
.
Tom Kopacz's Oct. 25 article on
the Jewish Student Union's meet-

ing, serves only to mislead the
UCF students and distort the relationship between JSU and the
General Union of Palestinian
Students (GUPS). The GUPS
stated that their intentions were
merely to sit in and listen at the
meeting.
Several members of GUPS,
however, were wearing traditional Arabic dress and a tee-shirt
announcing ''Victory to Palestine".
As a result of this, JSU decided
· to avoid an unpleasant confrontation and move the meeting elsewhere. An agreement was made
by both parties to hold an open
discussion at a later date.
AnaBugdadi
biology
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DR. DEMINUS
HOMfCOMHJG IS .

REAll Y GREAT!

\

YEAH, AND IT'S
NOT EVEN WR

U5.
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by Charles Rudd

WHAT DO YOU

MEJr..N?

IT'S i:OR THE ALUMNI.
YOU KNOW, T~E PEOPLE
WHO WERE IN SUCH A
HURRY TO LEA\lt WHEN
THEY WERE HERE.

~:~;ff=yj~~~~:;\~~J~:~:~:~:~:~:~f:H:~:H:~:~:~:~:~:~:i:~:#@~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:
LIKE TO SA'1,
WEL(OME 6AC.K
ALUMNI.
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WON'T GET H£RE
UNTIL SATV~DAY.

YEA~ ... U~

WELCOME 6N.K
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Save a prayer for our .f ailing _country by_voting
Nov. 6 has alway~ brought out a certain.amount of
hopes and expectations for me. Why? Well, as an individual mesmerized by the political system, Election Day ranks up there with Christmas and other,
seasonal holidays as a day of high hopes and sometimes shattered dreams.
When I was in high school in 1980, I remember the
absolute dread, and finally, exhilaration of the.presidential elections be~ween Reagan and Carter of that
year. At that time I was the 'rightest' of right wing
politically, and while I could do nothing to influence
·the results of that election, not being old enough to
vote, I felt unbridled joy as Reagan sw:ept into office,
and introduced an era of Republican dominance.
However, as the years-went by, and! learned more
about the business of the Reagan revolution, I found
myself more from the "conse·rvatives" of the Republican party. Frankly, !felt betrayed.
Instead of cleaning house, as was promised, new
dirt was brought in, most visibly in the form Oliver
North who, in traitorous fashion aided and comforted
what had been branded as our enemies, the Iranian
government that had so recently held U.S. citizens
hostage.
·

.

·

Instead of opening the system to all Americans, by
making Washington closer and more achievable, the
famed beltway barrier became even more insurmountable, as the Republican administration ig- .
nored, and even charged the common man and his
representative organizations, often in the form of
labor and other unions, with being un-American.
Instead of emphasizing laisse-faire capitalism,
where all have equal standing in the marketplace,
' the Republican Right has taken part in the basest of
any conceivable socialism, socialism for the rich;
This was done by cutting taxes on the rich's individual income and by the subsidizing of their fat and
lethargic companies, even while ignoring the plight
of the common individual, the strength of this country, as they struggled to survive in the low wage
service economy that had been wrought by the greed
of the "conservatives."
Instead ofenhancingthe average American's ability to choose for him/herself, the Reaganistas have
tried to control what goes into and ·Comes out of our
minds and bodies.
Instead of championing the common man's·hopes
for stability in and out of work, the Roaring Reagan

Eighties has seen the United States lose its position
in the world marketplace, by allowing deficit spending to go out of control, and by the irresponsible
speculation by the rich as seen in theS&L crisis.
Now that the Roaring Reagan '80s are gone, with
with only a pale vestige of it left in the Oval Office, .
where does this leave us?
It leaves us with a vote. It gives us the chance to tell
our representatives that the preservation of our
community, our environment, our American way of
life, is more important than the unbridled greed of
the past ten years of BMWs, Cuisinarts and Yuppies.
Save a prayer for our country. Give it a vote. Give
it your vote. And tell our representatives that we have
had en~ugh of the greed and decadence of the previous ten ye~i;.s of the Reagan RevolutiOn and it's
voodoo economic policies.

Polil icians are feeling the heat ·from ·the public
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ingfrom the floor and managed to figure out the
solution despite the handicap of not being top
political brains. Unfortunately, however, our
political leadership is not responsive to cockroaches, unless of course they operate savingand-loans institutions.
So the government does not appear to be
working, and the public is sick of politicians,
with their bloated campaign budgets and their
slick, phony TV commercials. But the tide is
starting to turn. That is the beauty of democracy. More and more politicians, finally getting
the message, are using their bloated campaign
budgets to produce slick, phony TV commercials IN WHICH THEY DENY THAT THEY
ARE POLITICIANS. You've probably seen
these:
(The screen shows a candidate with his
sleeves rolled up, pretending to talk with a
group of factory wor~ers. )
ANNOUNCER: Morton Lamprey is not a
· politician. Morton lamprey has NO INTERES_T
in politics. That's why Morton Lamprey spent
$287,000 to make this commercial.
CANDIDATE: I'm Morton Lamprey, and
bec~use I am not a politic:ian I constantly h ang
is this really fair? Should the public tar all of the
.
out with ordin¥.J workers, informally rolling
apples in the political barrel with the same brush just up my sleeves and holding the same opinions as they
because a few rotten eggs are crying over spilt milk? do about everything. Sometimes I touch them. (He
Of course not. The truth is that there are a great touches ·a worker.)
many politicians who are honest, trustworthy, intel- · ANNOUNCER: ~et's help Morton Lamprey conligent, hard-working, decent and competent. Unfor- tinue the fight against insider "fat-cat" politics-astunately, they are located on the planet Zoombah. u~ual that·he's been waging for 17 consecutive temts
The ones here on Earth are dumpsters.
·1
·
in office.
Consider, for example, their_recent concerted ef(One of the workers throws a rock, which bounces
fort to reduce the pesky federal budget deficit, w:hich, harmlessly off the candidate's hair spray.)
CANDIDATE (to an aid)~ Have that worker shot.
shockingly, continues to mount despite the fact that
BOTH MAJOR POLITICAL PARTIES haye issued · ANNOUNCER: Morton Lamprey. He's just like
sternly worded position papers against it. Day after you, assuming that you have a media ad,visor. Morton
day, week after week, the top brains of Congress and Lamprey. Notice how sincerely I say his name. I also
the Bush administration sat in a conference room, do the Infiniti (cq) commercials.
eating Prune Danish supplied by the Prune Danish
So we're definitely seeing some meaningful reform
Division of the Bureau of Pastries of the United in the area of political advertising. Some radicals,
States Department of Refreshments at a cost of however, feel we need to go still further, and actually
improve the quality of GOVERNMENT, via simple,
$2,350 per slice.
''What should we do about this pesky budget defi- common-sense political reforms such as becoming a
cit?" the leaders asked, crumbs of concern dribbling British colony ~gain. Another increasingly popular
from their mouths. "How can we reduce it? If only w'e idea is to give politicians terms of a specified length,
which I think is an excellent idea. Twelve years
had an idea! If only we could think of..."
"SPEND LESS _MONEY, YOU CRETINS!!" sounds about right to me.
1
t I i
shouted a group of cockroachs, who had bee:tl listenBut no parol~. · · . · ·.' ,'
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Recently, in a deviation from Standard J ournalism Procedure, I've been talking with members of the public. We journalists generally avoid
members of the public because they always tell us
that we get everything wrong, although in fact
what they're usually talking about is insigifican t
errors such as identifying James Baker as "the
governor of Connecticut," when he is technically
the mayor of Connecticut.
So usually we journalists prefer to obtain our
information about the public by watching it walk
past our cafeteria windows. "The public appears
guardedly optimistic today," we'll say. Or: "Stop
the presses! The public appears to be in a recession!"
But lately, because of car trouble, I have been
in very close contact with the public, at least the
part of it that operates tow trucks, and I've been
able to "dig up" the following major "scoop":
THE PUBLIC IS FED UP WITH POLITICIANS.
Yes. If you don't believe me, just look around you
(Not now, you moron! At the end of the sentence!) and
you'll see subtle yet unmistakable signs of voter
dissatisfaction:
-In survey after survey, the public ranks "politician" as a profession, between "arsonist" and "hookworm."
-Many politicians are unable to appear in daylight because the public throws rocks at them.
They're forced to campaign in the dead of the night,
sneaking in to voters' houses, creeping in to nurseries,
hastily kissing babies and then sprinting off into the
darkness, trailed by aides carrying camouflaged
briefcases.
-Eighty-seven percent of the members of the U.S.
Congress now wear special armored socks because
they keep getting bitten BY THE THEIR OWN
DOGS.
-In a dramatic example of the mounting voter
backlash against incumbents, the two-term governor
of Oklahoma was recently defeated by ajar of totally
inexperienced mayonnaise.
Yes , our elected leaders are "feeling the heat," but
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Alpha Kappa Psi
What a Luau Sat! Don't forget projects Wed.
Wear your overalls for Hayride Sun. nite! All
come out for a great Homecoming. our banner
& car will outshine the rest! Go Kriightsl
AKlj/#1
Tau Beta Sigma
To the pledges ofTNAI
Well, you've made 11 halfway !
You deserve a round of applause
and a standing ovation! We're proud of you all!
Still the best is yet to come! Only 5 days till you
find out who your big brothers are I As long as
you survive the hood work and keep those
smiles on your faces!
And never forget ...
We LOVE you Girls, .
You're TBS pledges!
All of our love,
THE SISTERS!
Alpha Phi Omega
The pledge Generic Social was terrific!
Pledge Study Session 11/6 7pm at Lisa's &
Kathy's. good luck on your final exam! Support Traci, go to Lip-Sync on Wed. A Phi 0 is
#1!
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sig-Ep and Pi-Phi are on the way to victory!
Mr. Bradley finally scored! (You better check
your flags Mike) Congrats to Doug G. on his
election! I guess he is XA.E! Along with SigEps.
Alpha Tay Omega
Let's everyone get involved this weekl Make
this Homecoming our Homecoming-ATO &
KD the team to beat!I So JUSt remember if you
can't be good, be good at it! ATOnly ! _
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Congratulations TKE II you fi nally did it! That's
one in .the win column. Thanks Iii sisters, fun
was had by all on the bus ride!
Officer elections are coming up. So let's see
some of those natural born leaders! TKE & ra:
get ready for Homecoming. Come by the
house every night to work on the float. TKE I
vs .EX I Wed. @ 4:00. TKE for life!
Lambda Chi Alpha
Mlll/AXA THE UNTOUCHABLES
Ladies of M.l!i get ready for the most exciting
week of your life. Our banners, floats and
lovely ladies truly are UNTOUCHABLE 1Wear
homecoming shirt as ww cheer on our lip-sync
dancers tomorrow at 8 in the SCA. Don't
forget to vote tor' brothers and Iii sisters on
Homecoming court. Alos consultant wrap-up
report 9pm HPB 360 tonight.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
4 days until .EAEwins consecutive Homecomings. Keep up the hard work everyone. Ratt
has a birthday this week. Also get it up for the
Ragin' End-Of-"'(he-WeekI:AE party featuring
the killer tunes of the Scam. The Cudas are
shootin' for 8-0 this week, while .EAE tries fo
momentum entering the tournament. Get it
E's <l>A!
Kappa Sigma
Kl: football team kick some butt
this week in the tournament.
Everyone get ready to party with
TKE this week. PledgP.s, are you
ready for next week? We sure hope
so! Redneck volleyball contiriues to win. Oh
by the way akak, open mouth insert foot I KS
21 akak 20. Maybe next year, homes. Fundraiser at the 0-rena tonite. Hope 2 c-ya
there.
Pi Kappa Alpha
Woodser was excellent. ZTA-PKA Homecoming is gonna rock. Fireman's Ball is on its
way. Get ready boys INGRESS will be here
sooner than you thi nk. Study your garnet &
gold's

Lambda Chi Alpha
Well done on the annual Food Drive! Once
again, AXA will dominate the IFC Service
Award. Hope everyone had fun at the Crush
Dance. Dads all enjoyed themselves , of
course. To Tri-Delt: The Untouchables will
blow this school away this week. Let's get out
Wed. nite and support the AXA-M.l!i Lip Sync .
Team I Get busy on that float: U Can'tTouch
This!!

FINS ASAP share master bed/bath $137 + 11
4 ut1I. Call Gina 678-4804

1984 Camaro V6, AT, PW, clean $2000. OBO
366-3704

M/F roommate needed to share 212
micro W/D clean nice 658-2485

86 Pontiac 6000 ·
82 Lincoln Towncar
85 Cavalier Station Wagon
Cal) 671-4929 or 678-7103

Cadillac Coupe de Ville Classic
'69 restorers dream. Chris 59g-0232
or Marilyn X35492 $990
Large 212 wfprivate balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-in special 282-5657

EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRYStudents, Staff, Faculty all invited.
God and Creation theme. Student Ctr.
RM 214, Wed. Noon Dr. Ashmun Brown
American Production and lnvc.intory Con·
trol Society
Mid Florida meeting Nov. 13
Speaker John Curtis
The Orlando Consulting Group
For Info or Club Info Call
Mr. Pullin 281-5673
SWAT
Don't miss out on the camping trip! Anastasia
Island Nov. 16-18 only $15 for SWAT members, $25 for non-members The SWAT
Christmas Party is Dec. 1. Watch for more
info or call X35841.

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-!967.
Room for rent-Kitch/Pool Privileges $150 mo.
20 min. from 'UCF
628-8730 after 5:30pm

Newman Club
EnJOY a night with friends, food and fun Wed .
6:30pm at the Newman House.
also
Every Thursday at 6:30pm is Prayer and
Discussion. 281-4438

Winter Springs near UCF 2 bedroom, 2 bath
apt, including washer/dryer. $450 month/
$300 deposit, Call 862-6703

Nikon 8008 still under warranty
Almost new $425.00. Call Mike at work 8232601 or evenings at home 679-3870

•

Earn $200-400 per week assembling products
at home. Call (305) 341-9660 for the details
(small fee) .

•

Lost
Sunglasses:
Gold wfBlue lenses. Registered.
Serial# DH IH7706 Reward. 282-8183

•
•

LSAT specialist-begin now for Dec'Feb test
Superior results. Self-paced course.
Payment Plan
Michael Tierney, 897-3300

•

Surfboard bag for 2 week trip. Rent borrow or
buy bag for 6'8" thruster. Mark 381-2218

Ski clothes & equip (XL) for crazy 6'4" Floridian making maiden voyage to Aspen for Fame,
Fortune ,& Mayhem. Chris 699-0232 or Marilyn X3~492

Waterbed soft-sided. Queen size. Best'offer.
Call 869-0220

..
Acacia,
We think you are beautiful!!!
Love, You r Sweethearts
Barbi , We're back! Why don't you let Brett go
out with Bunnie like he did last year and go out
with us.
Love, Bill and Ted.
Congrats Brian and Inger! I'm proud of my Iii'
bros in PSEI

Move your band into the big leagues. Latin
percussion bongos w/stand . "Top of the Ltne."
Never used-still under warranty $250 .00 080
677-6906

RE SUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and
typesetting services. For details, call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-371 6769.
Typing Wordprocessing Term papers, reports, resumes. Reasonable rates. Call
Susan 290-8770

Maple twin/bunk beds w/BS & M $50 comp
Twin size BS & M w/frame $20. Full
size BS & M (No frame) $30, 3 maple
dressers $1 O ea. 699-0232 or X35492

No quiero esta vida nose que hacer sin t1 no
la puedo entender. Yo se que te amo pero ya
noestas, no pu edovivirsin ti. Te amo aunque
seamos diferented pues eso es lo que provoca mas interes. Solo tuya Ins
Debbie, Hi Baby!
Long time, no see. Too Jong!!
Homecoming is the place to be,
Even better, with me . Miss ya.
Luv a lot, Steve
Penn4, I enjoyed Friday night!! I hope you did
tool My trick knee's doing better -Rab

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538. .

M/F NS Clean to share 312 home off
Tuskawilla. $250fmo 1st & last 113 exp. All
amenities. 695-0241
·

83 Shelby Charger 5 spd new paint, brakes &
tires exc. cond . $2500
298-0413-Lvg Msg
Nissan 200SX 1984, Auto, Power
Package, sunroof, clean. $3495 380-3886
· 1983 Cutlass Ciera LS 2-tome Blue 4cyl. automatic A/C PS PB AM/FM
Great shape 10300 mi 407-851-0353
Ask for Glenn

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents and resumes . Same
day service available. IBM/AT, WORD
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/Laser
printing.
Fast * Professional * Accurate
KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .25/2.50 678-6735
ASC Typing Service Reports, resumes , proposals, etc. Affordable rates. Pickup & delivery. 695-1917

Brett, I don't·need you, UTILE MANI Bobbie
and I are going to see Henry Cho at 9:00
Tues.day in the SCA. Do you remember what
comedy does to me? Bobbie's finding out
soon! Barb

$0. 75 per line: UCF Students, staff and faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students and businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double-line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY-No Refunds

•
•

TRACY MY LOVE, IF THE MOON WERE
MINE TO GIVE, I WOULD GIVE IT TO YOU .
FOR I SWIM IN AN OCEAN OF YOUR LOVE
EVERYDAY! JOURNEY WITH ME TO A
WORLD OF NEVERENDING FANTASY
AND DELIGHTS. LET OUR LOVE ENJOY
ETERNAL YOUTH AS WE LIVE OUR LIVES
IN A UNIVERSE OF DREAMS!

MINI CLASSIFIED FORM

•
•
•

Cost per issue:
$u.<--- - Number of issues:
Less Discount (if any):
TOTAL COST:
$'------

•

•

Insertion dates:
D GREEK CORNER
D CLUBINFO
O ROOMMATES
DFORRENT

•

Small Grey female dog found in Sherwood
Forest Nov. 1 Call 823-9149

Christmas Area-Assumable No Qualify - 4
year New Custom Built Exec. Home on 1.3
acres - 8% interest - 15 min . to UCF. Ask for
Nef 898-6715 Realtor.

WANTED: Female to share fully frnshd 211
apt. located 5 miles from UCF on a lake $230/
mo. + 1/2 ut1I. Call or leave a message at 6770249

Female only $220 2 m1 form UCF 657-2806

•

Need typing done - Call Debbie 366-6444
Term pap ers , theses, techni cal papers,
graphic-letter quality

Found Casio watch at Env Society Bake Sale
on the Green Wed . Oct31 Call Sam 277-9374

Help! I need a ride to Tulsa for Thanksgiving
holidays. Gas help plus a nice guy. Lv message 831-6268 ·

Queen waterbed. Great cond .
bookcase headboard $150 OBO
Call Marlo 273-6952

Tony needs a roommate!! Unfurnished bedroom apt $165 mo+ 1/4 util. One mile from
school. Must be neat. Pool/tennis, g volleyball courts. Laundry/microwave and car wash
.area avail . Call Tony 282-2306

•

Typing Service (fast/accurate) $1.50/pg. 3664882

1986 Toyota Celica GT/1 owner miles 43K Al
C exc. cond. , $5,590 Ph. 677-8443

Alto Sax Yamaha w/case good cond.
needs cork. $325 380-2835

Female roommaJe wanted for two bedroom 2
bath condo. Chancell or Row . Tennis court,
Pool, $260 + 1/2 utilities Call Beth at281-4967

Male roommate wanted. Apartment is across
from UCF. Rent only $130 a month plus 113
util. Deposit only $130. Move in ASAP_ Call
Dave Mason at 275-191 0

TERM PAPERS - Professionally
wordprocessed by GRB Enterprises'
experienced staff. Student Discount
678-5048

1989 Toyota Coup[efWarranty auto/AIC
owner exdcond. Red $5,9990 677-8443

Camera-Minolta X-370 50mm lens, dedicated
Vivitar flash, filters, hood , cleaning Kit-$195.
Call Mike 679-3870 or 275-2601

F roommate wanted own bdrm share bth 1/3
utilities located next to XTRA on 436 avail. 121
1 Call 679-1217

Non-smoker to share 212 new condo with WI
D 1 mi form UCF $270 a mo. and 1/2 util. 3663704

84 Mazda 626LX< 5spd, Sunroof, Cruise, Al
C, AM/FM cass , Power Package
Nice car $3500 OBO Call 678-2310

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045

ATIENTION: Excellent income
for home assembly work.
504-646-1700 Dept. P307

Cassette tapes tor sale. DJ going out of
business. Over 1000 for sale. Music includes
Progressive, Rock, and Rap. $3.00each. Call
Ti m at 281-7822. Located in Fox Hunt.

Roommate needed for Korean student. 2bd/
2bath, pool, and laundry. $220/mo. + 112 util.
Call 381-8546 (Alex) qr 783-0449 (Carl) .

85 Toyota Tercel, 4spd , A/C, AM/FM cass,
good gas mileage $2000/offer 678-23 10

For lease or purchase almost new 3 bedroom
2 bath Lakefront home in Casselberry. Large
fenced back yard very private & secluded yet
close to UCF $750 mo and $500 deposit or
purchase for $74500. Please call Phil 2770246

HASA MEETING Reunion Jueves Nov. 8 4-5pm
Student Organizations Lounge
lmportante
Jewish Student Union meeting Wednesday
Nov. 7 at SC 211 7:30pm. All invited .

$4500/080
$4000/0BO
$2500/0BO

•

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

OFORSALE
DAUTOS
D HELP WANTED
DWANTED

DSERVICES
O TYPISTS
D LOST & FOUND
DCARPOOL

O TUTORS
D OTHER
D LONELY•'s
O PERSONALS

•

•
•
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Clancy,
a
former
insurance agent, baffled
many military officials with
his knowledge- of naval
warfare until he disclosed
that most of the information
for "Hunt" came from the $15
role-playing war game
Harpoon. Th~Test came from
books and magazines.
"Hunt"wassupposed to be
released in the fall of 1989,
but because of the sleepy
lineup, "Hunt" was pushed
back.
"Hunt" has had the biggest
winter-spring opening with
$17.2 million, beating "Pet
Semetary's" $12-milHon
opening.

The subject matter of her
sculptures has also shifted
over time. The earlier works
primarily dealt with man and
animals, while. the latter
mostly tie to forces of nature.
"I'm currently interested
in doing pieces on creatures
from the Diva Killgdom," said
Bogdanowitsch. "The Diva
Kingdom is an ancient
kingdom of spirits which
animate nature."
By giving form to these
ancient
cre.atures.
Bogdanowitsch said she
hopes to get more in touch
with this other world.
Bogdanowitsch first took
an interest in art while
_ _ _ __.:.;..:____ ___::..___ _:..___ _ _ _ _ _~---'-----------,,.-, attending Drake University
· at Des Moines, Iowa, during
the 1960s.
"I was an art major and
had hopes of beco:µIing a
commercial artist," said.
Bogdanowitsch.
"After
·graduating, I worked in
advertising art at several

Wednesday Nites

•

•
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2 for 1 admissio~ w/thi$ ad
FREE BUD DRAFT TILL MIDNIGHT

•
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.::.+I$\:~~
9p.m. • 2a.m.

0 $1.50

KAZI &SEX ON THE BEACH

->

c-;- - - - - - - - - - - - - -· -

@ $1 .SO DRINKS

5100 Adanson Street, Orlando

629-4779

.

· Fafafel Ki119 Cafe . .
SOUTHEAST ORLANDO'S ONLY FULL
SERVICE MIDDLE EASTERN
RESTAURANT

FEATURING
*GYROS *FALAFELS *SHISHKABO§,S *BAKLAVA
- EAT IN OR TAl<E OUT
EAST-WEST EXPRESSWAY

7347 Ut. UNDEAHIU. DR.

·•

newspapers."
"I didn't seriously pursue
art for the sake of art until I
moved to Orlando in 1970,"
said Bogdanowitsch. "I
decided to take portrait
painting for the fun of it and
was really inspired by my
teacher, Florence Jordan.
"She piqued my interest in
art, and I began to seriously
pursue it. I painted for five
years and joined the Creative
Art Gallery in 1975. In 1978,
I started sculpting... and.
well, you know the rest..." .
"There's not any particular
force that drives me to create
the art that I do," said the
sculptor. "I do arljust for the
sake of making art, and I
hope that in doing so I
commut.licate the spirit of art
to people." And what is the
spirit of art?
"Too often people. get
caught in the rut of day-today activities and don't see
all the fascinating things
surround_ing them," said ·
Bogdanowitsch. ''They miss
out on a very intriguing
world. I hope my art awakens
them from that."

r--------~~~--------,

FALAFEL .KING CAFEti

Take A Good Food
Study·Break.

8T

'!;---

~

658·7677 ··
BRING UCF l.D.

SHAMROCK
BEVERAGE...

•

UCF AREAS LARGEST
SELECTION OF

•

IMPORTED BEERS .
_OVER 40 TYPES!
Archway Oatmeal Cookies
make a great study break.

•

11

Ounce for ounce, Archway Cookies are lower in fat,
sodium, and calories than most other cookies.
They're made· with naturally nutritious oatmeal
and good food extras like dates, nuts, raisins,
apples, and oat bran.
Enjoy your ne:>d; study br~ak with America's
favorite oatmeal cookies·.
-

*SAMUEL SMITH'S NUT BROWN ALE
*SAMUEL SMITH'S OATMEAL STOUT
*DRAGON ST~UT
*RED STRIPE
*MOLSON
*OKEEFE
*SOL
*DOS EQUIS
*ELEPHANT · *AMBER LIGHT
*SAPPORO
*ST.PAULI GIRL
*KILLIANS IRISH RED
*PERONI

Archway. The Good Food Cookie.

,Complimentary
FREEArchway
COOKIES
Cookies at the movie.
- DICKTRACY
Student Activities Center·
Novembers
.9:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
NEXT TO UCF CREDIT UNION.
~.
.
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Progressive & Dance
Music
Drink Specials

•.

$1.00 Shots & Margaritas All Night

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
&THURSDAY
7:00 to 8:30 - 25¢ Drafts & Bar Drinks
· 8:30 to 10:00 -50¢ Drafts & Bar Drinks
10:00 to 11:30 - 75¢ Drafts & Bar Drinks
11:30 to Close $1.00 Drafts & Bar Drinks
7:00 to 11 :30 $1..00 Call Brands & Bottle Beer
11:30 to Close $1.50 Call Brands & Bottle Beer

FRIDAY
FREE Bar Drinks & Drafts 7pm till lOpm
50¢ Shots- Call Brands & Bottle Beer
7pm till lOpm

R-OC-A-THON
SATURDAY Nov. 17th
5 Bands 5pni till 2am

ALTER EGO HEART_ATTACK DINER
Bring a Xm_as card for a military person·over_seas- video & card to be sent tq troops
in Sandia Arabia.

Trying to stretch dollars_when
you're computer shopping doesn't mean
Apple inu·oduces the Macintosh Classic. you're willing to make sacrifices.
That's why you should consider the new, affordable Macintosh® Classic® computer.
It has everything you need-including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2megabytes of
RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and the Macintosh Classic is ready
to run, because the system software is already installed'. And, thanks to the Macintosh
computer's legendary ease of use, you'll be up and running in no time.
like every Macintosh, the Classic can rnn thousands of available.applications that all
work in the same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well on your
way to learning them all. Apd this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have trouble sharing.
The Apple® SuperDlive ~standard equipment with every Macintosh-reads from and
writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS OS(2, and Apple II floppy disks, which means you can share
information with someone who uses a different type of computer.
See the Macintosh Classic for yourself. It'll change your mind about cheap roommates.

For further information visit

UFC Computer Sales Office, CCII Roon1
105 between 9a.m ..-4 p.m. Mon. -Fri.
or call Michael Pridemore at 823-5434
,

ti.

•
The power to be your best~

1

• Macmtosh Classic computers purchased before January 1991 include system software on lloppy disks; software 1s not installed
QI
Cl1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. SuperDnve and "The
power to be your bes!" are trademarks" of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic 1s a registered trademark licensed 10 Apple Computer. Inc. MS-DOS
is a regostered tra~emark of Microsoft Corpo@t1on OS/2 1s a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporauon
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return next year and the team
should be stronger as the runners will be more experienced.
The cross country runners
will run in the middle- and
long-distance events of the
upcoming track season.
Of the two teams, Castro
said the men's team was
stronger than the women's
team. One of his priorities for
next year is to add depth to the
·
team.
"It's OK at this point/' he
said. ''We're in development
right now. The kids have a lot
of love for the sport."

vitationa] and a season low
26:12 at the conference race.
CROSS COUNTRY
"Next year he [Klomp] will
FROM PAGE 16
be very, very good," Castro
said.
miles. It takes a lot of work just
Leading the women's team
to pace themselves."
this year were Sylvia Valdez
Kyle Klomp, a sophomore, and Tammy Chamberlain.
led the men's team this yea:r.
"Tammy Chamberlain
He finished 10th at the Ameri- works hard," Castro said. "She
can South Championship and has a lot of talent...
earned a place on the _all-con"Valdez has the ability to go
ference team.
as high as she wan ts. If she
Twice he set UCF team rec- works as hard as Tammy,
ords in running the five miles she'll be one of the top runin less than 27 minutes. He ran ners."
26:30 at the Florida State InCastro said most of the team

SAVE YOURSELF $5 AND
·MINUTE DRIVE!

A 30

BOOMERS INTRODUCES THE PREMIER OF...

-THE BATTCAVE COMEDY CLUB

•
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COMICS~
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DRINK SPECIALS/ADMISSION ONLY $3 .00
ALSO APPEARING FOLLOWING EACH SHOW THE MUSICAL ACT "BEEPER"
JOIN THE FUN AND SEE COMICS FROM SHOWfIME, CINEMAX AND THE MOVIES .

~,.,•••fili•~:'

..
•

•
•

IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
CORNER OF ALAFAYA &
UNIVERSITY
~:lllP.:::t:~trrT:ARl$1\BOB ': :BAttERJlEEJNATlONAL ·:
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL
282-2.4 76
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Actress Loni Anderson made an appearence at UCF's football
game Saturday. ~ e r daughter is married to Charlie Hoffman, a
UCF assistant coach.

Coin Laundcy Specials
For All UCF
Students, .F aculty, & Staff

FAMILY COIN LAUNDRY CENTER
Large, Clean, Cool, & C~mfortable
Many Washers & Dryers
T.V. Lounge
-

Conveniently located at University Park Plaza
Semoran & University Blvd.
(Waccamaw & Steinmart Center)
679-5288

•

-----r----T-----,------,----oNE FREE
$1.oo VALUE
FREE soAP
$2.so VALUE
$3.oo VALUE

COCA-COLA 1 FREE WASH

Good on
Wednesdays
only
(must show
UCFl.D.)
Expires 1214/90

1 Limit 3 Cups

I One Single I
I Washer Free I
with
I one Paid
washer I
I of Egual Value. . I
One coupon per v1s1t I
I (must show
I

I

UCF l.D.)
Expires 1214/00

I

I

Good on
Wednesdays
on 1y
(must show
UCF l.D.)

I1

I1

I
I
I 30LB. Capacity I
I BuyGet
one Triple Load I
one Free
I One c oupon per v·1s1t. I
1
1

Expires 1214/90

FREE
TRIPLE LOAD
WASH

(must show
UCF l.D.)
Expires1214/00

1
1

WASH
DRY
FOLD
51bs. FREE
with 151bs.
or more ..

0 ne coupon per v1s1t
(must show
UCF l.D.)
Expires 1214/90

JOB SEEKERS is a newspaper featuring resumes from college
students W}th a wide variety of majors and degn.~es . Designed to
assist Personnel Directors with their job hiring needs, JOB
SEEKERS is distributed to over 1,000 companies thro~ghout
Florida- -its the fastest, and easiest method of getting your
·
resume the attention it deserves!
Why limit your choices to only the few com panies that have
campus recruiter s? Th ere are many· small and mid -sized
companies that can "Offer you a great posis;tion, so why not
target them tool
To have your resume featured in the December .1.090 edition,
send an unfolded copy (limited to one 8.5" x 11" pge) and a
check or money order for $29.95 to:

ENTRY POINT PUBLICATIONS
P.O. BOX 13316
. TAMPA, FL 33611
ALL RESUMES MUST BE RECEIVED PRIOR TO 11/5/90
ITS A COMPETATIVE JOB MARKET OUT 1HERE AND, YOU

NEEED EVERY ADVANTAGE YOU CAN GETll
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WHO'S GONNA WIN

?•

Petitions for 1 open Seat in Liberal
Studies & 1 Seat in Health &
Professional Studies will be available in
the Student Government Senate
Secretary's Office at 9:00 am on
November
.
.5th.

CHILE8 V8. MAQTINEZ

These seats are only ·open to students
in these specific coll~ges. . ·

There will be an elections watch for th
November 6th elections in the Student
Center Auditorium at 9 pm.

Petitions must be returned to Student
Government by 5:90 pm ~n Thursday

The Polls for the election will close
·
at 7 pm. ,

November . 15~h.

. V8.~ .

?•

Open to all stµdents !!!
.Refreshments will be served.

?•

New Elections open only to those
candidates who qualified for the Fall
1990 Senate Elections.

For more information call Student Government at
UCF-2191 or stop by Student Center 155.

For more information call Student Government at
UCF-2191 or stop by Student Center 155.
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BECKTON
FROM PAGE 16

second I threw behind him a
little."
Johnson went on to complete 7-of-19 for 93 yards, one
touchdown and no interceptions.
"The score could have gotten ugly," McDowell said. ''We
missed Beckton in the end
zone twice."
McDowell said Beckton, a
UCF senior from Seabreeze
High School, has a shot to play
in the NFL. But McDowell
added that "He'll have to do it
with his hands and his intellect."
Beckton is fast for college.
He runs the 40 in 4.5 seconds,

but the NFL likes 4.3 or better
for wide receivers.
The last wide receiver from
UCF to play in the NFL is
Bernard Ford, who still plays
for the Houston Oilers. He
runs a 4.2.
Ford also possesses the only
pass receiving record Beckton
hasn't broken. Ford has

caught 21 touchdowns and
Beckton has caught 11.
The two were teammates in
1987, when Ford was a senior
and Beckton was a freshman.
The Knights, leq by quarterback Darin Slack, were
more of a passing team then.
Ford caught 82 passes to lead
UCF.
.
Beckton, as the third wide
receiver, caught 40 passes,
which was fourth on the team.
Between the two receivers
were wid~ receiver Arnell
Spencer (51 record) and tight
end Don Grayson (50 record).
Last year, Beckton caught
38 passes to lead UCF. His best
year was in 1988, when he
caught 74 passes for 1,030
yards and five touchdowns.
"I was impressed ·by Ford
when he was here," -Giacone

15
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Sean Beckton celebrat&s his record-setting reception.
said. "I'm just as impressed by sweetest hands that I have
Beckton. He has a pair of the ever seen." ·
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FROM PAGE 16

extra poir;it. .
''They caused .a lot of mistakes," Rutigliano said. ''The
mistakes we made on the kick-ing team really made the difference. Theywerebetterthan
us tonight and they deserve to
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SOCCER
FROM PAGE 16

ling, kept Eckerd from scoring.
Freshman goalkeeper Didier
Menard recorded his third
consecutive shutout.
Hayley put the game away
with his second-half goal.

be b'c~ew':~t~!~~:ver Shawn ve~!,~~~~n~~~~~ei;,_si~~: ~ete:ie, ~~:i"~~:~ve~~~eb~;i

t~"o'~0::ti:~st;:rd~~~uiI'7~ j~~di~e~~;o~~;t~6~ s:~~~~d ~~~ ~:;:~i~~n:;,:;~~e ;:!i
yard pass from Johnson to

possession after Ray Irvin in-

was the first of his career.

and-goal.
Senfor tailback Mark Giaconethenrushedthroughthe

linebacker Rick Hamilton
sacked Justino and Clifford
Cole recovered Liberty's 9-

Knights finish with an 8-10
record .
Theywilltakeabreakuntil

7 6 lead

7:02 left in the third quarter.

players .

~~$i~tt~!~~~~St: : ~e~':!e~~~~;'~e~ ~~s~i~~~: ter~'6~!d~:l~l~is lead after th;1'i:e:;.;ia~:!;~~."n~~!
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575 ECON RIVER PLACE
1.SMILESN.OFUCF

!

On the next series, the
Knights' defense manhandled
the Liberty offense and forced
a punt after four plays. Sophomore linebacker Scott Ariail
blocked the punt and UCF took
over on Liberty's 24-yard line.
Two plays later, Jefferson
pulled down a 24-yard touchdown pass from Johnson.
Montrel Greene then con-
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HOMECOMING WEEK ACTIVITIES

•

OVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIE

THE PLACE TO BE TONIGHT IS ••
•

•

sf3f
HENRYIZZ~CHO
"~ HOMECOMING

COMEDY AT ITS BEST! . ·
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WEDNESDAY
SCA

@

8 pm Casino & Speakeasy SAC 9:30 pm

THURSDAY

ROBDCD,P II
SUNDAY NOV. 11

LD-D.K. WHO'S TA.LKIHG,
THURSDAY NOV. 15
MOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIE

Movie: Diek Traey 9 pm SCA (Come early tor FREE cookies!)

FRIDAY
Parade: 4 pm Gemini Blvd.
Concert: 8 pm Gym:

TAYLOR DAYNE

All movies are FREE to
students, and are shown in the
Student Activities Center
(WILD PIZZA)
at 7 & 9 pm unless noted.

COMING NOV. 13.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE PRESENTS
ILLUSIONIST

CRAIG KA.RG-E S
SCA 9p·m
With Special Guest
THE PARTY

NOTE: all CAB events are .EB.EE to UCF students, with valida.ted ID, unless otherwise noted.
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Knights burn Flames in ·28·6. victory
by Jamie Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
I

Special teams and defense were the keys to UC F's
28-6 victory over Liberty Saturday night at the Citrus Bowl.
UCF's sli~ playoff hopes remained alive with the
victory. Head Coach Gene McDowell expressed confidence in his teams ability but pointed to the necessity of breaking into the I-AA polls to earn a postseason berth.
"It's phenomenal how coaches and players have
improved this quickly," McDowell said. ''We've got a
top 20 team, though maybe not a top 10 team. I just
hope we get ranked."
.
Taking the field against a Liberty team that boasts
an explosive offense and is coached by former Cleveland Browns Head Coach Sam Rutigliano, the
Knights held the Flames' offense to just 165 yards.
The Flames averaged 349.3 yards a game coming
into the contest.
. . · The UCF defense sacked Liberty quarterback
Robbie Justino five times, recovered two fumbles and
intercepted the ball once to repeatedly set up the
offense in a favorable field position.
Ron Johnson also became the first lJCF quarterback this season to play an entire game from beginning to end. He was aided by two defensive pass interference penalties on Liberty defense. ~
Johnson completed just 2-of-10 passes in the first
half, but one was for a touchdown. His accuracy
improved in the second half (5-of-9) and he finished
Cnar1es Morrow/Gl::N I HAL 1-LUHIUA 1-U I URE
with 93 yards passing without an interception.
Bobby Spitulski (56) makes the hit and Robert Lindsey closes in on Liberty quarterback Robbie Justino as he
Mark Giacone failed to get more than 100 yards releases the pass. The Knights sacked Justino five times.
rushing, but he led the Knights with 69 yards ·and
scored two touchdowns.
to heat up. Liberty took the lead with a 19-yard pass defense on the drive by showing a steady mix of short
Justino, the seventh-rated passer in Division I- from Justino to wide receiver Pat Nelson with 11:51 passes and strong running, UCF regained momenAA,-coinpleted13-of-31 passes. His 113 yards passing left in the second quarter. The pass capped an eight- tum when nose guard Lee Wisnie:wski blocked the
was his second lowest output this year.
play, 61-yard drive.
see LIBERTY page 15
Although the Flames seemed to_riddle the Knight
Despite the scoreless first quarter, the game began

•

Beckton. estab,l ishes
his 3rd career mark
.

by Glenn Carr-asquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ed Heath/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUliE

Scott Carswell (13), a senior, fights for control of the ball with an Eckerd
player. He assisted on the first UCF goal.

Seniors. lead ·men's soccer
to ·victory _in season finale
.

half, the Knights faced what seemed
to be an angry Eckerd team ..
Many of Eckerd's unsuccessful
Three UCF seniors made their last drives in the first half were followed
game memorable by fi~ring in both by individual confrontations begoals to lead the men's soccer team to tween the teams. Although no playa 2-0 victory over Eckerd Saturday. . ers were kicked out, several yellow
Christian Rognaldsen, Ian Hayley (warning) cards were given by the
and Scott Carswell all combined for referees.
''The teams started to get a little
both goal assists.
In the first half, it was a pass by rough-instigated mostly by EckCarswell to Rognaldsen that set up erd," head referee Roger O'Brian '
the Knights' first goal. Rognaldsen said. ''They were just frustrated and
brought the ball out from the right· didn't know what to do."
The frustration didn't rub off on
corner, beat out several defenders
and touch-passed the ball back to the ·Knights.
UCF's defense, ,led by Rod BitterCarswell, who drilled it· through the
goal.
At the beginning of the second
see SOCCER page15

by Matt Mccredie

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF pass receiver Sean Beckton
didn't have an extraordinary game
Friday night in UC F's 28-6 victory over
Liberty. But he did break another·pass
catching record.
With his first reception in the game,
a 17-yarder in the second quarter,
Beckton surpassed Teddy Wilson as
the all-time leader in receivingyardage
for the Knights. Wilson compiled 2,443
yards on 156 receptions .during his
UCF career from 1983-86.
Against Liberty, Beckton caught
three passes for 39 yards and stands at
2,475 yards on 188 catches. His 188
receptions is a UCF record. Beckton
also extended his record for receptions
in consecutive games, which now
stands at 37.
''When I first came to UCF, I never
thought I would have the success that I
have had and break the records'that I
have," Beckton said. "I guess all the
hard wqrk has paid off."
Beckton is the leader of a talented
group ofreceivers and might have even
higher statistical numbers if it were1;1't
for UCF's diverse offensive attack.
"Both Beckton and [Shawn] J effer-

'

son are 'go. to' guys," wide receiver
Coach Robert Ector said. "For him,
Beck is having only a mediocre season.
We have a balanced attack and that
takes away some stats."
The Knights have been rushing the
ball more lately, as proven by Mark
Giacone's rushjng statistics (657
yards).
.
They also throw to other wide receivers, such as Jefferson. He caught three
passes, including a touchdown against
Liberty.
The Knights are rediscovering a
tight end in John Osborne. Beckton
seems happy, though, to see the
Knights move the ball i.n any fashion.
"I just think about the team doing
well and try not to worry about records," Beckton said. ''We're still trying
to get into the playoffs, and that's first
in our minds."
Against Liberty, Beckton came close
to two receptions that would have been
touchdowns. Beckton managed to get
open twice in opposite end zones on
post corner routes.
"He ran good routes on both plays,"
quarterback Ron Johnson said. "The
first one I sailed over his head and the

'

see BECKTON page 15

Young cross country team
gains valuable experience
them did not get a lot of work over the
summer. He said a big portion of pracSPORTS EDITOR
tice was teaching the runners how to
With a team made up mostly of pace themselves while they ran.
freshman and sophomores, the UCF
"I'm really pleased with the performcross country team's just-finished sea- ance of this year," Castro said. "It was
son has focused mainly on teaching.
a big jump from the three miles they
Second-year Coach Fransisco Cas- ran in high school to the college five
tro said because many of the runners
were just out of high school, many of
see CROSS COUNTRY page 13
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by Roy Fuoco
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